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We have all certainly heard the saying, â€œDiamonds are a girlâ€™s best friend.â€• But the appeal of diamonds
goes beyond the visual appeal.

Sure, diamonds are incredibly beautiful. They sparkle in the light and go with any color. There is
nothing quite like a pristine diamond.

But, in fact, there is. There are plenty of imitation diamonds out there that look just as good as
regular diamonds. In fact, many of them can only be determined as imitation by a professional or a
machine. So what it is it about real diamonds that make them a girlâ€™s best friend?

The reason behind a womanâ€™s love for diamonds is their rarity. And as we all know, with rarity comes
expense. The reason women love diamonds isnâ€™t just because they look beautiful, it is because
someone cared about us enough to put their hard earned money towards something that costs a
pretty penny.

While most every woman adores diamonds, there are still plenty of ladies out there that donâ€™t want
the same old style that everyone else has. While a simple diamond ring is gorgeous to many
women, there are unconventional women out there who aspire towards the unique. They love the
look and appeal of diamonds, and yet they donâ€™t want to follow the crowd and wear the same style
that everyone else does. For these women who march to the beat of their owner drummer, these
fabulous diamond rings are a terrific choice.

Diamond Treasures Sterling Silver 0.75ctw Multi Color Diamond Ring

This lovely ring from Diamond Treasures is a double dose of incredible sparkle. It is a wonderful
accessory to that little black dress you have been longing to take out of the closet.

This two-toned ring is made from sterling silver that has been coated with polished rhodium plating.
The colored diamonds crisscross the top of this ring, for a lovely effect. 80 round 1mm single cut
black diamonds stretch across the top of the ring. They intertwine with 80 more single cut round
1mm yellow or blue (depending on your choice) diamonds. This adds delightful contrast to the whole
ring. Each diamond is set in prongs.

In total, the diamonds in this ring way about 0.75 ct. The ring itself measures Â½ inch long by 7/8
inch wide by 3/16 inch high. It also features an undergallery.

SoHo Boutique 18K Two-tone Gold Size 6 Pink, White & Yellow Rough Diamond Butterfly Ring

This gorgeous butterfly ring will draw looks whenever you enter a room. It is made from polished
18K two-tone gold, and it has a lovely butterfly emblazoned with jewels that appears as if it has just
landed atop a diamond flower. This ring features one pear cut white diamond measuring 5 by 7mm,
a yellow diamond measuring 6 x 7mm, and another pear cut pink diamond measuring 6 x 7mm as
well.

But that isnâ€™t all of the diamonds that comprise this spectacular ring! It also has three 3x 4mm
marquise cut white diamonds and three 2mm round cut green diamonds. These make up the form
and shape of the butterfly. There is also a round cut diamond placed right in the middle of the
butterfly.
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This gorgeous ring is perfect for the springtime when the sun is out and you are ready to hit the
town after a long winter. It will make any outfit you own shine like never before.

Porsamo Bleu 18K White Gold & Black Rhodium Size 7.25 1.31ctw White & Yellow Diamond Ring

This incredible ring from Porsamo Bleu is truly in a class all its own. There is little to compare it to,
and it will take your breath away the first time you lay eyes on it. The ring is designed for the
unconventional woman who is looking for something incredibly elegant, and unlike anything she has
ever seen before.

This ring has an amazing and everlasting style. The bulk of the ring is made from 18K white gold
that has been plated with black rhodium. The ring has 24 different white diamonds that have been
round cut. It also has dozens upon dozens of yellow diamonds that are round cut and placed in
invisible settings. These yellow diamonds are placed in diagonal rows that weave around the white
diamonds, for a look not unlike water flowing around rocks in a stream.

All in all the diamonds in this ring weigh in at a whopping 1.31 ct. The entire ring measures 14/16
inches long by 12/16 inches wide.

When you are out looking for a new diamond ring, there is no reason to settle for a typical style that
everyone else has. Women who live an unconventional life donâ€™t want to follow the path others set
for them. These diamond rings are a cue to the world that you walk to the beat of your own drummer.
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